Calculations of form factors in different forms of relativistic kinematics are presented. They involve the instant, front and point forms. In the two first cases, different kinematical conditions are considered while in the latter case, both a Dirac-inspired approach and a hyperplane-based one are incorporated in our study. Numerical results are presented for the pion form factors with emphasis on both the low and high Q 2 range. A new argument is presented, explaining why some approaches do considerably much better than other ones when only a single-particle current is considered.
Introduction
The knowledge of hadron form factors, especially for the nucleon and the pion ones, represents an important source of information about the structure of the systems under consideration. By varying the momentum transfer, large as well as small distances can be explored, allowing one to learn about hadronic physics in the perturbative and non-perturbative regimes of QCD and its modelization. Involving large momentum transfers, the above study supposes that a reliable implementation of relativity is made. This is mandatory if some information about the hadronic structure is to be looked for from experiments.
There are many ways to implement relativity in the description of properties of a few-body system. The most ambitious one is based on field theory but, at present, its use for the nucleon form factor is hardly conceivable. A quite different approach involves relativistic quantum mechanics (RQM), which contrary to the previous one, assumes a fixed number of degrees of freedom. Less fundamental, this one is however more adapted when a modelization of hadrons from constituent particles is used, as most often done. Following Dirac, 1 many approaches along these lines have been proposed depending on the symmetry properties of the hypersurface on which physics is described. This reflects in the construction of the Poincaré group generators, which drop accordingly into dynamical and kinematical operators.
When calculating properties such as form factors, all approaches should converge to a unique answer but, of course, some may be more convenient in that the bulk contribution is produced by a one-body current. In other ones, large contributions from two-or many body-currents may be required, possibly obscuring conclusions about the physics. This requires that independent studies be performed to establish the respective advantage of various approaches by comparing their predictions.
Those studies that will be presented here have largely been motivated by the successful description of the nucleon form factors in the "point-form" approach 2 while a standard front-form one 3 is failing in the same conditions. Adding to this puzzling situation, it is noticed that accounting for the well known physics underlying the vector-meson-dominance phenomenology, ignored in the former case, would reduce the discrepancy in the latter one. For the present purpose however, we will consider a system simpler than the nucleon, namely the pion. Apart from the fact that there is an evident logics in considering systems with increasing complexity, the smallness of the pion mass in comparison with the sum of the constituent masses turns out to considerably enhance the differences between various approaches. This can contribute to sharpen the conclusions.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the second section, we precise the ingredients entering the calculation of form factors in different kinematics of relativitic quantum mechanics (RQM): instant, front and point forms. For each approach different cases, described in the text, are considered. Results for both the charge and scalar pion form factors are presented and discussed in the third section. Some attention is given to their asymptotic behavior. The fourth section is devoted to the conclusion where the role of the space-time translation invariance is evoked. Due to limited space, we skip many details and refer to published works for them. 4,5,6
2. Different forms of relativistic quantum mechanics: a few points In order to calculate form factors of a given system, two ingredients are needed: the relation between the momenta of its constituents and the total momentum, which characterizes each RQM approach (see kinematics in Fig. 1 ), and a solution of a mass operator, which can be chosen as independent of the approach. They are successively discussed in the following.
For the two-body system of interest here, the relation between the momenta of its constituents and the total momentum takes a unique form. This one reads: where the 4-vector, ξ µ , is representative of the symmetry properties (if any) evidenced by the hypersurface which physics is described on. Accordingly, the Poincaré group generators, P µ (P 0 , P ) and M µν ( K, J) drop into dynamical or kinematical ones. 7 This character together with the 4-vector ξ µ are precised below:
where n is a unit vector with a fixed direction, generally chosen opposite to the z-axis orientation (ξ 2 = 0); dynamical:
where u is a unit vector that points to any direction, consistently with the absence of a particular 3-direction on a hyperboloid (ξ 2 = 0); dynamical: P 0 , P , kinematical: K, J . An "instant-form" approach "which displays the symmetry properties inherently present in the point-form" one has been proposed. 8 The Poincaré group generators, P µ and M µν , have respectively a dynamical and a kinematical character, as for the Dirac's point form. However, as noticed by Sokolov, 9 it implies physics described on an hyperplane perpendicular to the velocity of the system under consideration (hypersurface v · x = τ ). It therefore differs from the Dirac's one. This "point form", which has been referred to in many recent applications, 2,10,11,12,13 evidences specific features. Contrary to the other approaches mentioned above, the 4-vector, ξ µ , depends on the properties of the system (ξ µ ∝ P µ ). This approach is also on a different footing with other respects. 5 For the mass operator, we refer to an equation used in our previous works 4,5,6 with appropriate changes due to the 1/2-spin of the constituents. 13 For our purpose, which is mainly to compare different approaches between themselves rather than to experiment, we include in the interaction a confining potential with string tension, σ s.t. = 1 GeV/fm and a gluon exchange one with strength α s = 0.35. This last contribution is of relevance to test the ability of RQM approaches in reproducing the expected QCD asymptotic behavior of form factors. As been noticed, 14 this behavior is closely related to the most singular part of the interaction at short distances. The quark and pion masses are taken as m q = 0.3 GeV and M π = 0.14 GeV.
Expressions of the single-particle contribution to form factors in the spinless case have been given elsewhere (see for instance Ref. 6). They can be expressed as an integral over the spectator-particle momentum. Interestingly, they take a unique form in most cases, which allows one to discard major biases in the comparison of different approaches. Their derivation supposes to express the momenta of the constituents, p i,f and p in Fig. 1 in terms of the total momentum, P , the internal variable appearing in the mass operator, k, and the 4-vector, ξ µ . The relation of p 's to the k variable assumes a Lorentz-type transformation while fulfilling Eq. 
Results for the charge and scalar pion form factors
The pion has two form factors: the charge one, F 1 (Q 2 ), for which measurements are available 16,17,18 and a scalar one, F 0 (Q 2 ), which, in absence of an appropriate probe, is unknown but can be nevertheless useful for a comparison of different approaches. The low and high Q 2 behaviors of F 1 (Q 2 ), in relation with the charge radius or the asymptotic behavior, are of special interest. Moreover, as the instantand front-form form factors are not Lorentz invariant, they can be considered for various kinematical configurations. Besides the standard ones (respectively Breit frame and q + = 0), we consider both of them for a parallel kinematics and | P i + P f | → ∞, where they coincide. We also consider results in two point-form approaches, which contrary to the other forms, are Lorentz invariant.
Results for F 1 (Q 2 ) are presented in Fig. 2 . They clearly fall into two sets: the standard instant-and front-form form factors that are relatively close to experiment and the other ones that are far apart. Looking in detail at these last ones, it is found that they roughly depend on the momentum transfer Q through the quantity (2ē k /M π ) Q, hence a charge radius scaling like the inverse of the pion mass, which explains the rapid fall off of the corresponding form factors at low Q 2 (a rapid fall off is also found in truncated field-theory calculations 19, 20, 21 ) . At higher Q 2 , it sounds that the Q −2 asymptotic behavior is reached. Actually, examination of the charge form factor at much higher Q 2 indicates that the behavior is Q −4 (see Fig. 3 ). The consideration of the scalar form factor, F 0 (Q 2 ), is especially useful here. As Fig. 3 shows, this form factor has the QCD-expected Q −2 asymptotic behavior, indicating that there is nothing wrong with the solution of the mass operator we used. In order to get the right power-law behavior for the charge form factor, we considered the contribution of two-body currents (pair-type term). This one, determined so that to reproduce the full Born amplitude, 22 has been calculated in the instant form. As Fig. 3 shows, it provides the right Q −2 asymptotic behavior. Moreover, the coefficient has the expected expression (up to a numerical factor). 
Conclusion and prospect
The examination of the pion charge form factor calculated from a single-particle current in different RQM approaches shows unambiguously that results fall into "good" and "bad" ones. The conclusion is not to be affected by refining the physical description as the discrepancy in the last case reaches huge factors. It fully confirms the conclusions achieved in the spinless case whose physical description is simpler. 6 The QCD asymptotic behavior is obtained from two-body currents. Lorentz invariance is often advertised as a validity criterion of some approach. This view is not however supported by present point-form results, which explicitly evidence the above invariance property. Moreover, the violation of Lorentz invariance, as measured from the rather small discrepancy between the standard instantand front-form results, does not seem to be necessarily large. Another criterion has therefore to be found. In a field-theory approach, the 4-momentum is conserved at the vertex representing the interaction of constituents with the external probe. This cannot be generally fulfilled in RQM approaches at the operator level (unless many-body currents are considered). One can however require that the property be verified at the level of the matrix element. Considering this weaker argument, it allows one to account for the observed discrimination of results into "good" and "bad" ones. As the 4-momentum conservation stems from Poincaré space-time translation invariance, fulfilling this property could be the relevant criterion. The above invariance may also be the important symmetry whose violation is suggested by the peculiar behavior of some form factors in the limit of a zero-mass system. 6,22
Poincaré space-time translation invariance implies relations such as: 23
which can be used for a quantitative check. Considering a single-particle current, it is found that the equality is satisfied at the matrix-element level for the standard instant-and front-form results. It is violated in all the other cases. Skipping details, one finds that the l.h.s. and r.h.s respectively involve the quantities Q and
The extra factor at the r.h.s., (2ē k /M π ), which is the same as the one explaining the discrepancy between the "good" and "bad" form factors in Fig. 2 , provides a measure of the violation of Poincaré space-time translation invariance. To get rid of it, interaction currents should be considered. Schematically, their effect could combine with the kinetic energy term, 2ē k , at the numerator of the above factor so that the overall factor be 1 (using 2ē k + V = M π ). 22 Coming back to the motivation of the present work, it is noticed that the success of the point-form description of the nucleon form factors is mostly due to a factor similar to the above one. As a more complete calculation is expected to remove this factor, a situation similar to the standard front-form calculation should be recovered. We believe it is doubly fortunate. The description of the nucleon form factor could now incorporate the well known vector-meson dominance phenomenology. The difficulty to reconcile the point-form descriptions of the nucleon and pion form factors, respectively good 2 and bad, 13 vanishes.
While Lorentz invariance has often been advocated in calculating form factors, Poincaré space-time translation invariance could be a more relevant property.
